The forward scout Thumper XVI has
been dispatched to the Gliese 581
system to scan for resources...

The Bun Republic's Scout Corps, known for their orange neckerchiefs marked
with the number of their Thumper spacecraft, takes their role very seriously...

but it's lonely
out in space.

Or it was, until Capt.
Snowball encountered an
alien vessel and received
a message in binary.

The 32 Teraflop computer onboard the
Thumper XVI translated the message almost
instantly, and provided a visual of the alien...

ATTENTION
UNIDENTIFIED EARTH VESSEL You
have ENTERED STAR SYSTEM 22-C of the
H'Kotha confederation
You are
without a tourist visa

Also not the
species listed
for Earth in our
address
book.

your lack of
paperwork is an act of
aggression; explain yourself or
be obliterated.
You
would feed
off h'kotha
resources?!
Die,
PARASITE!

We come in peace! We
are but bunnies scanning for
resources!
This CD will
explain everything!

Soothing female
computer voice: "Evasive
maneuvers initiated."

WAIT!! We are
NO LONGER OF EARTH! You are
bungling first contact with the
Bun Republic!

What??
What's the bun
republic?

Neither are
most of us. I just know it's
SCOUT CORPS protocol to play this
to answer questions about
our species.

C…D??
The h'kotha are not
familiar with this
primitive device

Cottontail Audiobooks presents…
"The History of the Bun Republic" by
Dr. Alvin Bunnington, official Republic
archivist. Read by the author.

Though this is the
OFFICIAL history of the Rabbit
Revolution and the birth of the
Bun Republic, I endeavor
throughout to provide the
unvarnished truth...
It all began the human year 2038,
in a laboratory in Seoul, Korea…

Revenge…

…an awful place, one where rabbits bit the bars in vain
escape attempts when they weren't locked in harness
boxes to be subjected to barbaric eye drop experiments.

What are
you doing with
this girl?!

Things changed one day when a girl
named Tae-yeon dumped key lab
assistant Sun-min after spotting
him eating lunch with an intern…

Sun-min was completely
distraught, but thought the
doctors would fire him if he didn't
finish his work with the rabbits.

He picked up the intelligence
boosting formula created by Dr.
Kim for another experiment, and,
disregarding harness protocol,
put drops in two rabbits' eyes.

Marshmallow…

The RABBIT REVOLUTION

and Milo, were the first
super-intelligent rabbits.

…had begun.

Marshmallow and Milo broke open all the
rabbit cages, and quickly apportioned
the rest of the intelligence formula
evenly among the other test rabbits.

then, revenge.

Sun-min didn't survive the initial uprising. The
other lab assistants and scientists fled; the building
was boarded up and covered with warning signs.

With the lab to themselves, the
rabbits began to fill their newly
expanded minds; they ordered
books, and studied hard...

...history…
…economics…

One of the rabbits took interest in military matters much more
than any other. He even took the name Marcus Lepidus, after
one of the generals of the Roman Empire's Second Triumvirate.

…even military tactics.

Meanwhile, the laboratory's
supercomputers and advanced
stem cell technologies enabled an
unprecedented bunny evolution…

The rabbits rapidly enhanced their own DNA,
splicing it with the genes of mankind, and
within a week they became...

We were the most powerful
beings to walk the Earth
since the dinosaurs, with
our keen hearing…

…bunmanoids,
bunmen, or simply
advanced rabbits.

…super
jumping
ability…

Physical
details hold no one's
interest...

You're
not male?

No—I Am
Hok'Thoa

…and epic virility

IT
WA

Advance the
history CD forward! skip these...
technicalities!

HUH.

But I don't
know how to
advance
Get to the
story! For our culture,
one's story holds their spirit
essence; stories are
everything.

The H'Kotha male
stands over 12 toks tall; who
cares?!

But you might miss an
Important part...

I've got
dual ion cannons and a
rack of torpedoes that say
you'll oblige me.

Chapter 4: the opening shots
of the Bunny-American War...

The
original cohort of buns
had come from the Korean
laboratory to America, lured by
the promises of its Constitution
and the economics that would make
sustainable rabbit communities
We
possible. But less than a
are here to
demand—no
year after the buns'
more rabbits!
arrival…

Ok, ok

Get out of our
garden!

Downtown Los
Angeles, March
15, 2040

Illegal
rabbit immigration is
a national crisis! A nation
that cannot control her
own borders will soon
cease to exist!

Fear! Fear is
justified and ne…

Rooftop snipers under the command of
Bun General Marcus Lepidus assassinated
Senator Rich Brutus, the first shots of...

...the parts of the crowd that had
not scattered as the Senator fell
remained frozen or chattering...

...the Bunny-American War.

Before the police
arrived, Lepidus
and his Bun
cavalry marched
into the plaza...

Mama, is dat
a unicorn?

...the remaining
spectators grew
loud talking amongst
themselves as the
Bun cavalry moved
into the plaza…

Friends, fellow
mammals, lend me your
ears…

…until
Lepidus
raised his
hands and
silenced
the crowd.

And the great Bun General
gave an unforgettable speech.

Those of my race arrived in your "land of
opportunity" mere months ago, and already, your
government has barred us from citizenship—your
tennn-nassy banned us twice just to be sure—
and across these united States we are barred,
from the vote, marriage, even food and water,
seeking to destroy us or make us "self-deport"
to avoid that fate. We've sought only selfsufficiency and safety for ourselves and our
posterity. If open hands offered were not
spurned, we could have delivered new vitality to
your nation…Instead, your "superpower" almost
universally scorns my race, thwarting our good
works. The reason? We are a different race; we
are buns. Hath not a Bun eyes? hath not a bun
thought? If you prick us, do we not bleed?
if you tickle us, do we not laugh? and if you
wrong us, shall we not revenge? I lead a rabbit
faction devoted to the fighting arts, and today we
act alone, with nobunny else aware. This will be
my only public speech. I offer it to make clear
that Senator brutus' blood has been shed as a
message: an open hand will become fist if struck!
...they were gone long
before riot police
showed up to club the
crowd in the plaza.

And with that, Lepidus and
his Bun cavalry departed...

True to his word,
Lepidus never again
gave public remarks.
If you
prick us, do we
not bleed?

But the news media
didn't show the
speech; its focus
was quite different..

But his one, brief speech in Los Angeles went
viral on the web, becoming world famous.

Bun terrorists
Rock Los Angeles,
leaving u.s.
senator dead.

California
governor ashley
reagan has announced
a zero tolerance policy
to weed out buns and
bun sympathizers….

state and federal block grants for medicaid,
medicare, and food and water for los Angeles will
remain suspended Until every last bun is turned over
to the fbi's rabbit crimes unit (RCU)

The government's response
was indeed harsh.

show your id!
mostrar sus cédulas

Millions of Californians each day
presented ID to prove that
they weren't, in fact, buns.

Rabbit interdiction checkpoints were
set up along all routes in and out of L.A.
Get him!
he's a bun!

When the powerful rabbit legs
were enlarged to the scale of
a bunman, it meant hopping
ability on a grander scale...

…it meant super jumping,
with which any bun could
evade the designs of man.

The FBI has
yet to capture a
single bun.

Yeah milo.
Obv. Can't stop
the hop.

The Bun leadership—Marshmallow, Milo and Lepidus
and their aides—returned to headquarters (an
abandoned L.A. subway station) to address the
recent crisis and Governor Reagan's crackdown.
Marshmallow—the first rabbit to become super-intelligent, and thus dubbed "The First Bun"—commanded
enormous respect. Lepidus would've never attended this first meeting absent Marshmallow and his clout.
Lepidus,
thanks to you,
we have an
unprecedented
crisis on our
hands.

sshhh—
it's the first
Bun!

you've
proven civilian
control of the military
a necessity, something
we can no longer
ignore.
On this
very day, we
set in motion
our own bun
republic, with
the first ruling
council of buns
to be elected
within 60
days.

Lepidus, will
you respect the
command of the
council?

I would
be honored to
serve a republic
devoted to
furthering rabbit
interests…

But, there
remains the
question of what
your army will do
between now and the
time the reins of the
republic constrain
you…

The day elections were set is a historic moment,
one avidly commemorated by all buns today.

Marshmallow had the foresight to see the risks of
General Lepidus running amok during the weeks prior
to Republic control of Bun forces taking effect…

so The First Bun gave the wily Lepidus a
mission. The target: laboratories
that still imprison rabbits for research.
In this way, all laboratory rabbits were
freed, and all laboratories engaged in cruel
rabbit experiments were destroyed (always
AFTER a complete evacuation of humans).

Lepidus' Bun commandos would rappel
from helicopters into a laboratory,
liberate all the test rabbits, then…
…but the backlash from
the government still
went from bad to worse.

They're hiding in
burrows underground, making
it difficult… so, we hit their
food supply!

Triple C* just
msg-ed me! They
won't support a
presidential run
unless you Do
something about
the bun crisis!

The next day...

*Triple C: the Cordial Conglomorate Corp.

supermarkets—
since them rabbits
99% of my bidness—shut down. Now
came, we got a customer to sell
everybody eats in restaurants, and
our crops to for the first time since
they’re only supplied by “approved”
Those damn
the cooking laws of 2034.
corporations.
laws forbade anyone
cooking without a $500
exam & license fee.
After that…

How can
you Arrest me
for tryin' to feed
my kids?

So
weird—After
eating, I feel my
anger at the
laws drift
away…

I don’t like them
half-rabbitity, halfabomination things more than the
next guy—make sure you quote that
in your article—I don't wanna
end up on Reagan's list of
bun sympathizers…

but dammit,
them buns gave me
my life back…

just look at the
bounty of carrots i’m able
to plant this year.

EXXXCELLENT

A helicopter gunship dispatched by
Governor Reagan destroyed the
second largest supplier of food
for the buns, killing Farmer Burt
and the BBC reporter with him.
this is a race willing
to hurt their own in normal times—the
food laws, countless other examples—but in a
time of war, they’ve proven willing to
KILL their own!

The Bun leadership convened again
to decide on a response to the food
crisis the Governor had triggered.

Given the growing
humanitarian concerns for hoomins, not to
mention the increasing food supply difficulties the
governor has created for us, I propose we, and as many
California buns as possible, withdraw south
of the U.S. border

it startles me, but I
agree. i never wanted a war
with savages.

Milo'd have us slink
away, even conceding the
fortified underground position where
we now sit? typical gutless
desk jockey.

we must! withdrawal
isn’t just morally right, it’s the only
way the republic survives. you can’t sustain
bunkind—over a million of us in California alone
—on empty stomachs, much less keep an
infant republic afloat!

hey!

If
we follow
my three
path plan, the
republic has a
good chance
of success…

Lepidus, can I
count on you and
your army to help me
protect the caravans
moving south?

RRRRRRRRR
For the
republic!

The bun
leadership (and
as many California
bunnies feasible)
set up in Tampico,
Mexico that
fateful May of
2040,and there
they thrived.

Marshmallow's wife Cocotte had
arrived in Mexico in advance and
delivered four babies: Garmella,
Marshmallow Jr., Emmett, and
Snowball, each of whom would
play important roles in the
history of the Republic. The buns
of Tampico nearly quadrupled
their population that year.

Oh, marshie!
look! our beautiful
litter!

WAIT

Stop

the c
d

You're
Snowball, right?

yes

So, i'm talking to the
son of marshmallow, the
great leader of the Bun
Republic.

we must have you over
to h'kotha prime at once; one of your
distinguished lineage should serve as
emissary between our worlds.

go, confer with
your Leaders. with those tiny
propulsion tubes you wouldn't have the
range to leave your mother ship
too far behind.

Bunner Ship
control, am I cleared
for docking?

All clear;
proceed, bun
scout 1

Roger!

Once safely in the hangar, the
Thumper XVI's cockpit slid open...

and Snowball stepped
onto the Bunner Ship.

Notify the
Admiral that I'm coming up.
This is huge.
Welcome back
aboard, captain!

I'll inspect
and repair your
ship, sir!

thank you,
crewbun.

Snowball got on the moving sidewalk that transported buns speedily
from the Bunner Ship's hangar to its bridge and main quarters.
Amazing.
extraterrestrial
Life!

Admiral! I've made
first contact with the h'kotha
civilization! after I shared some of
our history, they sent me back to
gather a party to visit their
The coordinates the
homeworld.
alien transmitted place their

HHRUMPH…

homeworld, h'kotha prime, here
on this star chart.

As Space Admiral Lepidus contemplated the risks and
opportunities posed by near-by inhabited worlds...

Meanwhile, Snowball's girlfriend
Mindy worries, waiting in his quarters.

Snowball
should've been
here two hours
ago! I'm so
worried.

Hon, why
even stay here?
Space is so
boring.

Where. Is.
Snowball.
Another hour later
Three more hours later...

Honey, i'm home!
Because I
have a job here,
directing the ship's
entertainment.

because
love…

Later,

Lovebirds!!

The next day... Snowball set off with Admiral Lepidus
to establish official relations with the H'Kotha.

The H'Kotha Prime they encountered was
verdant, covered in plant life and towering fungi...

...all appearing strangely colored,
thanks to the different sun illuminating
this world, red dwarf Gliese 581.

Welcome. will
interpret into English the
words of her eminence, chiefTess
Bla’vada, leader of the H’Kotha
Confederation.
honored to welcome new
species! Eager to make lucrative partnership
for haulings. But first…

upon first
contact, pilot dok
almost took your life.
You may take its.
The Fomalhaut
empire controls this part
of space. They require we
enforce their rules. hope for
your assistance.

We
aren't here
for retribution,
but I, commanding
officer of Republic
Space Forces,
demand to know
why one of our
vessels was
fired on!!

I decline.

